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About Level Chinese™:

Level Chinese provides a literacy focused curriculum specifically designed for K-12 Chinese as a 
Second Language classrooms. Our program offers 20 levels of specific and detailed objectives, 
leveled texts and passages, mastery-based online assessment, and powerful data analytics 
that enables data-driven instructions. Level Chinese reading curriculum includes both literature 
and informational text with emphasis on grammar and comprehension skills. Our program allow 
teachers to accurately assess and better instruct students in their development of Chinese literacy, 
promoting confidential and independent Chinese language readers. 

About Level Chinese™ Early Literacy Program:

Level Chinese Early Literacy program provides a structured and systematic approach to teaching 
Chinese characters to new learners. The program teaches commonly used characters through 
story-telling and themes that are familiar to young learners. Each character is introduced by the 
meaning of its different parts to help students build awareness in structure of the character, including 
the function and meaning of radicals. Historical and pictorial representation of the character 
evolution enable students to make better connection between visual and meaning of the character. 
Early Literacy program aids students in transitioning from character recognition to reading simple 
sentences built on learned characters.

Level Chinese Early Literacy program consists of books, teachers’ guides and games.
• 5 level A books introducing nouns around themes familiar to young readers
• 2 level B books introducing verbs around themes familiar to young readers
• 5 level C books introducing simple sentence structures in repetitive format using  characters 

introduced in levels A and B

For each book, teachers will have access to
• A guide with stories and key teaching points to aid teachers introduce characters in the 

context of the story
• Games to help students practice what they learned including understanding of function of 

radical and characters

Additional subscription to Level Chinese curriculum provides mastery-based online assessment 
and data analytics for every level to show students’ learning progress and gap.  
To start subscription, contact support@levelchinese.com.

Book leveling classification based on Level Chinese standard. 
For full description of the standard, visit www.levelchinese.com.

To learn more about our entire offering, visit www.levelchinese.com.
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